
Information Network I Exam (2011)

Staff: S. Yamaguchi / Y. Kadobayashi
Date: June 3rd, 2011 9:20 – 10:50

NOTE:

• Mind the readability of your writings, as well as clarity of logic, for fair evaluation.

1. Assuming the following statistics are available for each connection through SNMP MIB,
what kind of indices can be presented to users? Describe three such indices, along with
formula for deriving each of them. Note that all of these MIB values are integer.

Variable name Description

tcpEStatsPerfSegsOut The total number of segments sent.
tcpEStatsPerfDataSegsOut The number of segments sent containing a positive

length.
tcpEStatsPerfDataOctetsOut The number of octets of data contained in transmit-

ted segments, including retransmitted data. Note
that this does not include TCP headers.

tcpEStatsPerfSegsRetrans The number of segments transmitted containing at
least some retransmitted data.

tcpEStatsPerfSegsIn The total number of segments received.
tcpEStatsPerfDataSegsIn The number of segments received containing a posi-

tive length data segment.
tcpEStatsPerfDataOctetsIn The number of octets contained in received data seg-

ments, including retransmitted data. Note that this
does not include TCP headers.

tcpEStatsPerfSmoothedRTT The smoothed round trip time used in calculation of
the RTO (in milliseconds).

tcpEStatsPerfCurRTO The current value of the retransmit timer RTO (in
milliseconds).

tcpEStatsPerfCongSignals The number of multiplicative downward congestion
window adjustments due to all forms of congestion
signals.

tcpEStatsPerfCurCwnd The current congestion window, in octets.
tcpEStatsPerfCurSsthresh The current slow start threshold in octets.
tcpEStatsPerfTimeouts The number of times the retransmit timeout has ex-

pired.

2. (1) Describe protocol interactions induced by accessing the each of the following URLs,
by drawing sequence diagram for each URL.

– http://www.naist.jp/

– http://nonexistent.jp/

Note that nonexistent.jp is a domain name that doesn’t exist in reality.
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(2) If we have accessed the same URLs again within 10 seconds, which portion of the
above sequence diagrams cannot be observed? Describe them with reasoning.

3. Consider building a system that detects BGP dispute wheel as shown in the figure below.
In this figure, nodes A through D are Autonomous Systems, and grey box enumerates
preferred route within each AS, from top (most preferred) to bottom (least preferred).
Here A, B, and C want to avoid forwarding packets directly to D, resulting in a situation
where D cannot be reached from anywhere – thus called BGP dispute wheel.

Describe outline of detection methods that employ 1) active measurement and 2) passive
measurement approach.

4. Consider interconnecting IPv4 Internet and IPv6 Internet, each with global address space
and with the same number of nodes. Assuming we have only one interconnection point that
performs one-to-one mapping of L3 headers, what kind of problems will occur? Describe
such problems (possibly more than one), along with their solutions. Here we do not accept
answer such as performance limitation of hardware (e.g., limitation of packet forwarding
performance), or difference in the size of IPv6 and IPv4 address spaces.

5. The latest generation of datalink technology will provide 100Gbps bandwidth. In order
to directly attach such a 100Gbps datalink to today’s single computer for provisioning
Internet connectivity, what kind of technical challenges should be met? Describe them
with reasoning.

End
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